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Senior Stewards Report
Name of Track

Fort Erie

Date

Sunday, 1 Sep 2019

Weather

Race 1 - 9: Overcast (Temp: 23 deg. C)

Track Conditions

Type:

Number of Races

9

Scratches

3

Vet:

Post-time

Dirt

Stewards:

Turf:

2

13:20

Firm

Track:

Senior Steward

Associate Steward

Associate Steward

Neil McCoag

Brian Arrand

Paul Nielsen

Report on day’s Events: (Backstretch - accidents, fines, suspensions, objections, disqualifications, refunds, pertinent incidents,
general details etc., Film Reviews, Races, Claims)

Backstretch:
Back Office

Film Reviews:
none
Races:
R1-#4 broke slowly then ducked in behind horses, Rider of #6 Christopher Douglas
cautioned to stay down and ride thru the wire.
R2-Jockey Claim of Foul #3 J. Crawford (3rd) on #1 Johnson (2nd) leaving the gate. #1
Johnson said his horse broke crooked but he straightened as soon as possible. #3
Crawford felt his mount got wiped out. Reviewed all shots. Film review shows the #3
breaking slowly with the #1 breaking to the right in the first jump out and correcting. Claim
of foul Disallowed

Inquiry film:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bndNQ_3vwm8
R3- Puss n Boots Cup Jockey Claim of Foul #2 J. Crawford (6th) on #10 K. Carignan ( 2nd)
just past the 3/8. Mr. Crawford said the other horse came down on him, Carignan
questioned why anyone would try coming up the inside in a turn. Film is inconclusive as
to whether the #10 changes paths or if the #2 is running up into an inappropriate spot. No
Change
Inquiry tape: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aq-P2B3qTSA
R4-Clear, Spoke to the rider of #2 Chernetz co favorite, horse broke badly and had no run
after that.
R4-Clear
R5- Reviewed break of #5 which broke slowly and stumbled badly but received a fair start.
R6-Clear
R7-Clear
R8-Clear Cautioned Devon Johnson about using his crop when not advancing
R9-Jockey Claim of Foul #3 Mailhot (2nd) on #5 Husbands (1st) in the stretch run just before
the Wire. #3 Felt he was knocked off stride by the #5. #5 felt that they were rubbing and
that the outside horse came down to him as much as he might have come out. Reviewed
films. The two horses are running neck to neck and each rubs on each other as they get to
the wire. No change.
Inquiry tape:NA
Handle $ 963,607

Claims:
R2- #1 Mega Monster claimed by Carl Norris trainer Mikki Neubauber $3000
R5- #7 Colby Ol’Fashion claimed by Matt Vanderberg trainer Sherry Vanderberg $3000
R7- #5 Love that Lute ( 3 way shake) claimed by Krazy Eight Stables trainer Daryl Ezra

